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Abstract—The growing popularity of video-based services, and
their corresponding unpredictable bursty behavior, makes the
design of an admission control system an important research
challenge. The Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN) mechanism is
a measurement-based approach, recently standardized by the
IETF, and optimized towards the admission of inelastic flows,
where the number of flows is sufficiently large so that individual
bursts of flows can be compensated by silence periods of others.
In this article, we discuss the implications of applying PCN to
protect video services, which have a less predictable behavior.
Several algorithms for protecting video services in multimedia
access networks are described. Through performance evaluation,
we show the impact of these algorithms on the network utilization
and video quality, and present guidelines on how to configure a
PCN system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the growing popularity of Triple Play services
such as Video on Demand (VoD), video has been given
the lion’s share of bandwidth consumption in today’s access
networks. Network providers have dimensioned their networks
to scale with this growing demand for bandwidth, but this itself
does not protect access networks against packet loss. Even
small amounts of packet loss can completely deteriorate the
quality as perceived by the end user, defined as the Quality of
Experience (QoE). It is therefore crucial to protect the delivery
of video services against network congestion.
Such protection is traditionally done through admission
control mechanisms that block new requests that would vi-
olate the total supported bandwidth consumption. Centralized
admission control mechanisms such as the one in TISPAN [1]
receive a request for resources with a Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantee which they can grant or deny. However, these
centralized solutions have difficulties in keeping the available
resource information up to date. To tackle this, decentralized
admission control mechanisms such as the one in Intserv [2]
have been proposed. The problem is that these solutions
require a detailed description of every resource.
Measurement-Based Admission Control (MBAC) mecha-
nisms omit the need for detailed traffic descriptors. Instead,
admission control is performed by measuring the total band-
width consumption. The IETF has started a working group
that standardizes a promising distributed MBAC mechanism
called Pre-Congestion Notification (PCN). The PCN admission
control function performs its decisions based on in-network
feedback signalled through packet marking. A survey of the
PCN algorithms used for flow admission and flow termination
is presented in [3]. While the PCN system seems promising
to protect video services, there are some challenges to be
investigated. The original PCN mechanism is intended to
protect inelastic flows with a known maximum peak rate,
which is not the case for video services, which feature bursty
traffic. While PCN’s performance evaluation carried out in the
PCN Working Group [4], [5] also investigated the protection
of broadband connections, the investigated connections had a
moderate burstiness, while the bandwidth of videos is known
to be very bursty.
In this article, we provide an answer to the following
research questions: (1) Can PCN be applied to protect video
services? (2) What is the impact of applying the traditional
PCN algorithm in terms of QoE and network utilization?
and (3) Can PCN be optimized to specifically protect video
services?
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In
Section II, we provide an introduction to the original PCN
mechanism; in Section III, we discuss the impact of the
original PCN mechanism on the network utilization and QoE.
The modifications to the original PCN mechanism and their
gain are proposed in Section IV. In Section V, we present best
practice configuration guidelines.
II. TRADITIONAL PRE-CONGESTION NOTIFICATION
The PCN mechanism builds further upon the ideas of the
Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) protocol, defined in
RFC3168 [6], and the re-ECN mechanism 1, which both use
packet marking to signal congestion. ECN marks packets to
signal congestion to its receivers, while re-ECN re-inserts
these congestion signals to reveal the information about con-
gestion to other nodes in the network. Similarly, PCN starts
marking packets when congestion is imminent, as a trigger for
an admission control decision.
The PCN architecture, as specified in RFC 5559, is illus-
trated in Figure 1. As shown, all traffic enters a PCN domain
through a PCN ingress node and leaves the domain through
PCN egress nodes. Inside a PCN domain, packets are subject
to metering and marking. Based on this metering and marking,
a congestion assessment is performed, which allows admitting
or blocking new flows or terminating existing ones. A PCN
system can choose to support flow admission, flow termination
or both.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the traditional PCN architecture comprising three node
types: PCN ingress, PCN interior and PCN egress.
A. Metering and marking function
The metering and marking function is deployed on the
ingress and interior nodes. For flow admission, an admissible
rate AR(l) on each link l of the PCN domain is defined.
Similarly, for flow termination, a sustainable aggregate rate
SAR(l) is defined. As packets traverse through the metering
and marking function, the PCN traffic rate is metered and
compared to AR, SAR or both. Packets are correspondingly
marked if they exceed the configured rates. The metering
and marking functions support two marking behaviors: (i)
threshold-metering and -marking, which marks all packets
when the bit rate is greater than a reference rate, and
(ii) excess-traffic-metering and -marking, where packets are
marked at a ratio equal to the difference between the bit
rate and the excess threshold rate. The metering and marking
behavior is standardized in RFC5670, together with a first
encoding approach that allows defining two states in RFC5696.
Currently, a draft is under consideration that allows encoding
three states 2.
In the traditional PCN algorithm, the metering function
is performed by a token bucket-based algorithm: tokens are
added to the bucket at the configured rate. Every time a packet
arrives at the PCN interior node, the status of the token bucket
is investigated and b tokens are removed from the bucket,
where b is the size of the packet in bits. The token bucket
marks packets if the number of tokens decreases below a
threshold. Note that the token bucket algorithm allows to
average the measurements through its depth: the larger the
depth, the longer it will take for a full token bucket to reach
the token bucket threshold. As all parameters are in bits, the
timeframe at which is averaged depends on the micro-level
information such as the packet inter-arrival time. A large burst
of consecutive packets, followed by a silent period, can lead
to full bucket depletion: this would not happen if the packets
are equally spread over the same timeframe.
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Fig. 2. Screenshot of a run of the modified NS-2 simulator, highlighting the
network topology used for the experiments. A red packet represents a marked
packet.
B. Congestion assessment function
At the edge of the PCN domain, the PCN egress nodes
investigate the packets that traverse and check whether or not
they are marked. Per ingress-egress pair, a Congestion Level
Estimator (CLE) is calculated. This CLE represents the ratio
of marked to total PCN-traffic. One single CLE is calculated
per ingress-egress pair. The behavior at the PCN edge is
still under investigation; two modes are currently defined: a
single marking mode 3 (using excess-traffic-metering and -
marking) and a controlled load mode 4 (using both excess-
traffic-metering and threshold-metering and -marking). The
CLE is continuously calculated and reported to the decision
point. Both modes support CLE report suppression that allows
only reporting the CLE after a configurable time-out or if the
CLE changes significantly.
C. Decision point
The decision point receives regular CLE updates from the
egress nodes and performs flow admission or flow termination
depending on the received CLE. If the decision point is located
on the PCN ingress node, a signaling mechanism such as SIP
or RSVP is assumed that performs the request for the flow. The
decision point includes a timer-based mechanism that detects
missing boundary node reports: when the timer is exceeded,
an alarm is raised to the management system and the decision
point ceases to admit new flows.
III. IMPLICATIONS FOR VIDEO-BASED SERVICES
A. Experimental set-up
In order to characterize the impact of applying PCN to
videos, we have evaluated PCN’s performance through the
NS-2 simulator. Figure 2 illustrates the simulated network
topology. As shown, the topology models a tree-based access
network where a video server is streaming to a set of 1000+
active clients. We introduced a bottleneck on the PCN ingress
node, where the link rate dropped from 2Gbps to 1Gbps.
No other bottlenecks existed in the network. We modelled a
3draft-ietf-pcn-sm-edge-behaviour-06
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the measured bandwidth over time for a PCN system
protecting CBR data streams and VBR video streams, respectively.
scenario where the clients request the transmission of videos
from the server. The requests were generated based on the
request production trace of the VoD service of a leading
European telecom operator. The simulation time was set to
1 hour and during this timeframe, 1171 videos were requested.
The highest request rate observed was 5 requests per second
for all clients together.
B. Results description
For this experiment, two stream types were used: a Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) data stream with an average bitrate of 2.5Mbps
and a Variable Bit Rate (VBR) video stream which bitrate also
averaged around 2.5Mbps. In both the CBR and VBR case,
PCN’s admissible rate parameter of the token bucket at the
PCN ingress node was set to 800Mbps. The token bucket was
configured differently for both cases: in the CBR case, the
token bucket depth was set to 500,000 bits, while in the VBR
case the token bucket depth was configured at 16,000,000 bits.
Our PCN implementation uses the single marking mode as
specified in the latest draft 5, supporting only flow admission
and including the CLE report suppression option with the T-
maxsuppress timer set to 4.5 seconds and the CLE-reporting-
threshold set to 0.5.
Figure 3 illustrates the evolution of the measured bandwidth
over time for both CBR and VBR. As illustrated, there is a
significant difference in measured bandwidth in both cases.
The predictable behavior of the CBR data streams results
in a constant bandwidth of exactly 800Mbps. The individual
VBR video streams on the other hand, are far more bursty
and therefore less predictable. Additionally, the measured
bandwidth does not stop before the 800Mbps mark of the
admissible rate parameter. Instead, the PCN system keeps
admitting sessions until all measurements in PCN’s metering
function are above the 800 Mbps threshold. While in the
CBR case, the admissible rate acts as an upper bound for
the measured bandwidth values when new flows are blocked,
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in the VBR case, this rate is more a lower bound. This
significantly complicates the configuration.
The above results highlight three major implications of
using a PCN system to protect video services. We refer to [7]
for an in depth study of the impact of the original PCN
parameters on the performance.
1) The burstiness of the network aggregate has a destruc-
tive effect on the network utilization: In the CBR case,
we can easily increase the admissible rate parameter
to be equal to the link capacity. For VBR, this is
not possible because the burstiness of the aggregate
requires additional headroom above the admissible rate
parameter to avoid congestion. This additional headroom
should be equal to the aggregate variability; we define
the aggregate variability as the difference between the
maximum and minimum traffic rate that can be measured
in a marked state. For the CBR case, the aggregate
variability is almost zero and thus negligible. For the
VBR case, the aggregate variability depends on the
encoding settings of the individual videos and is hard
to characterise off-line.
2) The VBR case requires an alternative token bucket con-
figuration: As the variation in bandwidth measurements
is higher for VBR, a larger time window is needed
to produce stable measurement results. This requires a
higher bucket depth to allow for more required packets
to drop below the token bucket threshold. Note that, as
the token bucket algorithm is a packet-based algorithm,
the translation from a good timeframe to a good to-
ken bucket configuration is not straightforward. For the
protection of video connections, the bucket depth must
be considerably larger to ensure that the transmission
of one video frame cannot lead to the depletion of the
bucket. This means that the token bucket depth must
be at least equal to the maximum possible video frame
size. In practice, the depth should be a factor higher as
the transmission of multiple videos can cause a burst of
video frames. In our tests, a depth of 16,000,000 bits
showed to be a good value for video.
3) The increased token bucket depth introduces a potential
delay issue: The higher the bucket depth, the longer it
takes to reach the bucket’s threshold, thus the higher
the measurement delay is. While a larger bucket depth
can cope with a higher burstiness, it introduces a delay.
Increasing the token bucket depth thus comes with the
cost of an added delay in marking. This may lead to
an overshoot in admitted sessions if the request rate is
high. Furthermore, there is a considerable variation in
the theoretical measurement delay of a token bucket.
As indicated in [7], the theoretical delay of a token
bucket system as used in Figure 3 is between 6.6ms
and 1,000,000 seconds. Experiments have shown that
the mean delay is approximately 180ms.
IV. PCN ARCHITECTURE FOR PROTECTING VIDEOS
Figure 4 provides an overview of our architecture that
tackles the three issues discussed in the previous section.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the PCN-based admission control system, specifically
optimized towards the protection of video services in access networks.
We propose three distinct modifications to the original PCN
system: (1) an adaptive algorithm for configuring PCN’s me-
tering rate (2) a buffer mechanism that reduces the aggregate
variability and (3) a video rate adaptation algorithm.
A. Automatic PCN rate configuration
As discussed in Section III, a suitable configuration for the
rate in PCN’s metering algorithm should take into account the
necessary headroom. The goal is to find the highest rate value
that still avoids any congested related losses. As this depends
on the aggregate variability, we propose an adaptive algorithm
that continuously monitors this variability and configures the
rate accordingly. As metering algorithm, we propose a sliding-
window-based bandwidth metering algorithm instead of the
traditional token bucket. The sliding-window-based metering
algorithm works as follows: it keeps a record of the size
of the packets received during the last measurement window
mw. Every time a new packet is received, it is added to the
window and packets received earlier than mw are removed.
The bandwidth can then easily be calculated byP
i2W si
mw
where si is the size of the ith packet in the window W . Once
the bandwidth has been calculated, the metering algorithm
compares the calculated bandwidth with the configured rate
to decide whether to mark the packet or not.
This alternate, time-based, metering algorithm overcomes
the limitations of the packet-based token bucket, and is there-
fore more suitable for video. The algorithm serves as an
alternative to the standard PCN metering algorithm and can
thus be deployed on the PCN ingress or interior node. The
marking behavior of the original PCN system is not modified:
only the way traffic is metered is modified. The increased
accuracy of the sliding-window based metering algorithm
comes with the cost of an increased memory requirement. The
traditional token bucket is in essence a bit counter and only
requires the storage of this counter to maintain the state of
the monitoring algorithm. In contrast, the sliding-windows-
based metering algorithm requires the storage of the size of
the packets received during the last measurement window
mw and their timeframe. As such, the required memory is
linearly proportional with mw. The exact value also depends
on the number of packets that can traverse through the
monitoring function, and thus the bottleneck link attached to
the monitoring function. For example, with a bottleneck link
of 1Gbps, a mw of 160ms and packets of 1500 bytes, the
corresponding required memory is 53.2kB, as at most 13,333
packets can traverse during the 160ms timeframe. In terms
of computational complexity, both algorithms run in constant
time.
The automatic PCN rate algorithm continuously estimates
the aggregate variability by measuring the maximum and
average bandwidth and calculating the estimated variability
value as: variability ⌘ 2 ⇥ (MaxBW - AvgBW). This value is
used for setting the rate of the metering algorithm. A network
provider typically wants to set a goal rate the link bandwidth
may not exceed. This goal rate is then used for setting
the rate parameter of the metering algorithm, by subtracting
the goal rate with the estimated variability value. As such,
the automatic rate configuration algorithm allows a network
provider to configure a PCN system again through the goal
rate value. For more details about this algorithm, we refer
to [8].
Figure 5 shows the combined performance of the modifi-
cations to the original PCN mechanism in terms of number
of admitted sessions and QoE. As an estimation of the QoE,
we used the Structural Similarity Score (SSIM) [9], which is
an objective video quality metric, where a SSIM score above
0.9 typically means videos without any visual artefacts and
a SSIM score below 0.7 denotes a barely watchable video.
All experiments were repeated 100 times. Various experiments
were conducted, each with an alternate encoding of the video
content ranging from a set of constant bit rate videos to a
set of constant quality videos. To show the impact of various
encoding settings on PCN’s performance, we present the
25th percentile, mean and 75th percentile of these aggregate
variability values. For the traditional PCN algorithm, we used
the identical settings as those presented for the VBR case in
Section III-A.
In the mean case, no significant changes can be observed
between the original PCN mechanism and the one augmented
with the adaptive PCN rate algorithm. However, the original
PCN mechanism fails in the other two cases. In the 25th
percentile, the PCN mechanism admits only 76 sessions while
the adaptive PCN rate algorithm admits up to 82 sessions
without affecting the QoE. The network is thus underutilized
as at least 7.3% more resources could have been admitted. On
the other hand, in the 75th percentile, the high variability leads
to over admission and thus congestion related packet loss,
which in turn leads to severe visual distortions in the QoE. The
adaptive PCN rate algorithm is able to cope with these changes
in variability, caused by different video encoding settings, by
adapting PCN’s AR parameter, and thus allows optimizing the
network utilization, while avoiding QoE deterioration.
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Fig. 5. Impact of the presented PCN-based system on the number of admitted sessions and QoE, estimated through the SSIM score.
B. Buffering mechanism
While the automatic PCN rate configuration algorithm suc-
cessfully changes the rate parameter to cope with the necessary
headroom, the headroom itself can still be regarded as a waste
in network utilization. The higher the aggregate variability is,
the lower PCN’s rate is configured and thus the fewer sessions
are admitted. In our architecture, we apply a buffering step
just before PCN’s metering function to reduce the required
headroom. As such, the buffering mechanism can be deployed
both on the PCN ingress and interior nodes; the mechanism
does not interfere with PCN’s marking function. The buffering
mechanism works as follows: it calculates a threshold rate T,
where T = G+AR2 , with G and AR the network providers’s
goal rate and PCN’s configured rate, respectively. This T
is then used to construct a buffer that can support a burst
rate of T during mw. Packets from this buffer are served
to a weighted fair queueing scheduling component with a
weight that is equal to TG . If packets get dropped from this
buffer, they are served to a weighted fair queuing scheduling
component with a weight that is equal to 1  TG . Buffering the
data comes of course with a memory requirement, which is
linearly proportional to the size of the buffer. In the buffering
mechanism, this buffer size is determined based on the buffer
threshold rate T . As T can evolve over time, so can the
required buffer size. However, T will never be higher than AR,
which allows defining an upper bound. In our experiments, the
maximum required buffer size of the mechanism was therefore
20MB, as the buffer threshold rate supported at most a rate of
1Gbps during the 160ms measurement window. The buffering
has an impact on the delay experienced by the customers,
which makes it less applicable to interactive services such as
videophony. However, as the delay is limited (i.e., less than 2
seconds), increasing the play-out buffer at the customer with
a few seconds can overcome this limitation for non-interactive
scenarios such as a VoD system where an increase in start-up
delay of 2 seconds is tolerable.
The impact of this mechanism is illustrated in Figure 5. The
buffering mechanism periodically monitors PCN’s configured
rate parameter, and adjusts T accordingly. The buffering
mechanism has the following effect on the admission process:
the outgoing traffic is smoothed as the peaks in bandwidth
are avoided by sending the bursts of packets out at a slower
rate than the link capacity. This decreases the variability of the
traffic, which in turns triggers the adaptive PCN rate algorithm
discussed in Section IV.A to increase the rate of the metering
algorithm. As a result, more sessions will be admitted. Because
the network is better utilized, as silence periods are filled
with peak periods, more sessions can be admitted without
deteriorating the QoE. Of course, the buffer cannot completely
smooth out the traffic, which leads both algorithms to converge
to a similar rate. In our experiments, the aggregate variability
was decreased to approximately 30Mbps, and PCN’s config-
ured rate converged to 965Mbps: this resulted in an increase
in network utilization from 78 to 88 (11%) admitted sessions
and no QoE drop.
C. Dynamic video rate adaptation
For videos, a viable alternative to blocking connections is
adjusting the video rate. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is a
video coding standard that encodes video in multiple quality
layers. By simply dropping a layer, the video quality, and
consequently the video rate, can be decreased, making room
for additional flows at a reduced QoE.
We designed a video rate adaptation algorithm that uses the
PCN architecture to avoid congestion by dynamically down-
scaling existing SVC videos. While several rate adaptation
algorithms exist (e.g., as part of HTTP adaptive streaming),
the decisions in these algorithms are triggered by clients.
Therefore, they are more suited for an Over-The-Top video
scenario. The novelty of our approach is that we allow a
network provider to manage the QoE in its network directly
through policies for use in a managed network.
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Fig. 6. An example of possible utility functions (a) in the video rate adaptation algorithm and their impact on the admission control (b)
The goal of the algorithm is to decide if and how a particular
video needs to be downscaled. This downscaling occurs on
each PCN ingress or interior node locally. The video rate
adaptation algorithm uses the measurement information from
PCN’s bandwidth metering to assess the current network load.
Based on this load assessment and a policy of the network
provider, the algorithm decides upon the allowed share of
each video quality level and scales the videos accordingly.
These policies are configured through utility functions, which
define the share of each video quality level as a function of the
network load. Hence, there is one utility function per quality
level per PCN node. By simply calculating the value of the
utility functions for a given network load, measured through
PCN’s bandwidth metering, we can obtain the required share
of each video quality level. Note that the current objective of
the proposed utility functions is to control the QoE level that
is provided under varying load conditions. Other objectives
such as enforcing fairness between heterogeneous devices can
be investigated as well: this is part of future work.
As the adaptation occurs locally, there is no additional
signalling needed between PCN nodes except the traditional
marking of packets for flow admission. Therefore, the rate
adaptation algorithm does not modify the marking behavior
of the original PCN architecture. Besides storing the static
utility functions, the rate adaptation algorithm does not have
a significant memory requirement. The main computational
requirement is due to the dropping of quality layers of the SVC
video. However, in the most common SVC implementations,
each SVC layer is encapsulated in its own RTP stream.
Dropping a layer can be achieved easily by dropping the
corresponding RTP stream [10].
To evaluate this algorithm, we allowed to downscale the
videos to multiple quality levels depending on the network
load, each with a different video rate: Full HD (11Mbps), HD
ready (8Mbps), SD (2.5Mbps) and High Quality (HQ) Web
(1.1Mbps). Figure 6(a) illustrates these utility functions as a
function of the time. As can be seen, the rationale is that
first Full HD videos are admitted but that they are gradually
scaled to lower video quality levels until all videos are HQ
Web. Figure 6(b), shows the share of each video quality over
time. As more requests arrive and the network load obviously
increases, the desired behavior, defined through the utility
functions is reached.
Figure 5 shows that, if a network provider is willing to also
decrease the video’s QoE, a bigger improvement in network
utilization can be achieved. If we scale the existing videos only
to SD videos, we are able to admit 4 times more sessions,
while the SSIM score drops from 0.98 to 0.90. Scaling to
HQ Web videos results in 915 admitted sessions and a SSIM
score of 0.80. These SSIM scores correspond to videos that
are perceived as moderate to very good, having no visual
distortions. As illustrated in Figure 5 and 6(b), the utility
functions can be used to properly tune the QoE score end-
users receive. The difference with the observed decrease in
QoE in the performance of the original PCN algorithm is two-
fold. First, the drop in QoE is much lower than that of the
original PCN mechanism, since we avoid visual distortions.
Second, we are able to estimate and control this QoE drop, by
selecting the appropriate utility functions. The operator should
first define the minimum QoE level he wants to support and
define its utility functions accordingly. In the next section, we
present a QoE estimation function that can be used to estimate
the effect of the utility functions on the QoE.
V. PCN CONFIGURATION GUIDELINES
In this section, we provide guidelines to configure an oper-
ational PCN enabled system that can protect video services.
1) Select the metering algorithm: The packet-based token
bucket algorithm has some important implications when
used for video, which makes the configuration dependant
on the flow’s micro-level behavior. Therefore, for video
services, it is better to use the sliding-window-based
algorithm, which is less sensitive to individual bursts
and easier to configure.
2) Configure the metering algorithm: With the introduction
of the automatic PCN rate algorithm, only the mw
parameter needs to be configured. As mw is linearly
proportional with the detection delay of the PCN system,
it is crucial to find a balance between a measurement
window which provides stable results and minimizes the
7delay. A good choice for mw is the lowest value that
still provides stable results for the measurement of the
difference between the maximum and minimum band-
width measurements. For example, a mw of 50ms might
theoretically lead to a fast detection, but in practice the
measurement output will continuously oscillate, as the
individual bursts of packets can be longer. On the other
hand, a mw of 1sec will result in a stable measurement
output but cannot protect the network against a flash
crowd. For video, experiments showed that a good value
is between 150ms and 250ms.
3) Set the goal rate: The provider’s goal rate depends
on the delay of the metering algorithm. The delay of
the metering algorithm is equal to the size of mw. To
identify the maximum potential overshoot it should be
multiplied by the maximum possible request rate and the
expected average bitrate of a flow. The provider should
limit the maximum number of requests that can arrive
in a PCN system and decrease the goal rate to cope with
this overshoot. For example, for a maximum request rate
of 100 requests per second, the admission of 2Mbps
video sessions and a mw of 250ms, the overshoot is
2 ⇥ 0.250 ⇥ 100 ⌘ 50. This means that a goal rate of
1Gbps should be lowered to 950Mbps.
4) Define the appropriate utility functions: To construct the
appropriate utility functions, a network provider should
know the minimum level of QoE that is offered to the
customers, averaged between all clients. This can easily
be calculated through the utility functions by multiplying
the value of each utility function, at a load of 1, with
an expected SSIM score, i.e. for n video quality levels
and Ui utility functions:
Pn
i=0 Ui(1.0)⇥SSIM(i). For
example, to find the QoE level offered when flows are
downscaled to 50% SD videos and 50% HQWeb videos,
the SSIM score is 0.5⇥ 0.9 + 0.5⇥ 0.8 ⌘ 0.85. As the
impact of the utility functions on the SSIM score can
be calculated, the network providers can use the desired
SSIM score to select the appropriate utility functions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we proposed several modifications to the
IETF’s original PCN algorithm. The modifications are not
intended to replace the original PCN algorithm but can be
used to significantly improve the network utilization for video
services. They provide mechanisms to control the burstiness
of the network aggregate and automate the configuration of
the most critical PCN parameters. Moreover, the combination
of PCN with a video rate adaptation algorithm was presented,
which allows defining how videos are scaled based on PCN
measurements. The performance evaluation investigated the
impact of each proposed modification on the network utiliza-
tion and showed that, without performing any downscaling of
the video, an increase of 17% in network utilization can be
obtained. If this is combined with the downscaling of videos,
the increase in network utilization is a multitude of this value.
By providing configuration guidelines, we detailed how to
configure an operational PCN system, for protecting video
services.
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